Lavantgarde : „Inside Out“
CD-Info
Unmistakable expressive singing mixed with a very unique and positive music energy …to cut a long
story short "emotional electronic dance music" is how you could describe the sound of
LAVANTGARDE.2 Years after their last release "Musicment" and a small correction of the band
name, LAVANTGARDE are back with a new longplayer.
The successor work " Inside Out " is a further contradiction to the typical clichees of electronic music.
Similar but far more structured and song-orientated to the predecessor, LAVANTGARDE
veil
emotions and feelings in an electronic robe with lovely catchy anthems and expressive singing, without
neglecting the dance floor. It was important for the band members for their music to reflect their lively,
refreshing, carefreeness and the typical LAVANTGARDE bitter-sweet melancholy. At the same time
they bridged the gap between sophisticated-sometimes thoughtful texts- and a positive radiance which
the listener will find rather hard to resist. No matter what: Synth pop, Electro, commerce or
independent, with their songs they are consciously ignoring the rules and are trying to open up the
borders. “Inside Out “ is the evidence for this.
History:
For over 10 years now, the charismatic singer Frank and the soundbuilder and player Nick from
Hildesheim have devoted themselves to electronic music. In 1990 they had a tape out and played
some gigs together with Wolfsheim, Camouflage and De/Vision but later got more involved into the
music of the dance scene. However, they never lost their roots and continuously developed their style
of music, which is quite unmistakable, with a particular mix of harmonies and sometimes melancholic
melodies. In year 2000, a couple of new songs were written and due to a tour with Alphaville in 2002
they decided to bring out the CD “Musicment”. This was followed by further gigs with Beborn Beton, a
couple of gigs on DM parties and the most recent performance was at the “Wave Gothic Treffen” in
Leipzig. So throughout the years LAVANTGARDE have shown their live potential as a performing
band on stage with plenty of well- known bands and need not fear comparison with either of them.
CD-Contain:
1.recall of night
2.our fate (final)
4.dedicated
5.make love your religion
7. somewhere out there
8.live your life (rebirth)
10.things have changed (again) 11. the world we live in

3.take me s.i.m
6.not enough
9.airs and graces
Multimedia: 3 Videoclips
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